Fit Devanagari is a hyper-stylized design with one thing in mind: filling up space with maximum impact. Fit Devanagari is Kimya’s companion to David Jonathan Ross’ groundbreaking variable font. Ranging from a ridiculously Ultra Compressed to a shockingly legible Regular to the insanely Ultra Extended, Fit will always fit into any space!

**Designed by**  ➔ David Jonathan Ross [Latin], Kimya Gandhi [Devanagari]

**Format**  ➔ .OTF, .TTF Variable, .WOFF2 + .WOFF2 Variable

**Styles**  ➔ Skyline, Compressed, Extra Condensed, Condensed, Regular, Wide, Extra Wide, Extended, Extra Extended, Ultra Extended

**Published**  ➔ Latin 2017, Devanagari 2022

Fit is a trademark of David Jonathan Ross & may be registered in certain jurisdictions. www.motaitalic.com
Fit is a hyper-stylized design with one thing in mind: filling up space with maximum impact. Beginning with the impossibly narrow "Skyline", each character grows by ~3600% to reach the gargantuan Ultra Extended. In between these ridiculous extremes, you'll find a family rich in expressive potential.
Fit Devanagari Family

Fit Latin was initially designed by David Jonathan Ross in 2017 and the Devanagari companion was added in 2022 by Kimya Gandhi.
These intricate shapes are right at home in Fit! There are hundreds of pre-made conjuncts: akhand, linear, & vertical [+ infinite more can be dynamically built]!
Fit Devanagari

Language Support

Fit Devanagari knows many Indian languages, including: Bhojpuri, Bodo, Dogri, Hindi, Kashmiri, Konkani, Maithili, Marathi, Marwari, Nepali, Rajasthani, Sanskrit, and Sindhi.
Afrikaans, Albanian, Alsatian, Basque, Bislama, Bosnian (Latin), Breton, Catalan, Chamorro, Croatian, Czech, Danish, Dutch, English, Estonian, Faroese, Finnish, Flemish, Franco-Provençal, French, Frisian, Friulian, Galician, German, Greenlandic, Hungarian, Icelandic, Indonesian, Irish, Italian, Kurdish (Latin), Ladino, Latin, Latvian, Lithuanian, Luxembourgish, Malay, Manx Gaelic, Moldovan, Norwegian (Bokmål, Nynorsk), Occitan, Polish, Portuguese, Rhaeto-Romance, Romanian, Romansh, Sami (Inari, Lule, Northern, Skolt, Southern), Scottish Gaelic, Slovak, Sorbian, Slovenian, Spanish, Swahili, Swedish, Tagalog, Turkish, Uzbek (Latin), Vietnamese, Walloon, and Welsh.
Fit Devanagari Character Set

Fit Devanagari contains a vast character set with 1,272 glyphs and it’s capable of typesetting over 80 languages & providing many fun & useful OpenType features.
फिकतवर अभी बाकी हैं मेरे दोस्त!